HA5IW
Noise bothers you on the bands?
How can you be a “professional ham” amongst the hams? Here you can find the
alpha and omega of the ham radio.

Electronics. Telecommunication. Communication. Magical words. If you need
help to work out your ideas from the very simple one up to extreme level you are
at the right place. Here are some examples from the offer of HA5IW ltd:
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If you have very special circumstances or needs which cannot be
purchased…
Or you don’t want to buy mass produced device because you want
something no one else has…
Your neighbour makes big noise on the air…
Or you make big noise…
Beside ham radio you are a fun of hiking and would like to do both at the
same time but carrying the whole room might be to much…
You cannot find the way out from the labyrinth of filters or switches…
Your finger is speedy but you need a good keyer…
You feel you had too few experiments on the physics class…

If you came across any of these problems you are at the best place. If you
haven’t but you have something similar the is your page.

Why the HA5IW ltd.? What do all these mean translated into services?
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Constructing and fixing telecommunication
equipments
Constructing and fixing radioamateur (ham)
equipments
Wireless industrial communication solutions
Antenna systems
Wireless computer systems
Planning, constructing, testing, installing of
professional GPS/GSM based remote control systems

What’s your guarantee?
The years of experience, expertise, contest results and the HA5IW call and of
course the lots of positive feedbacks. We offer professional solutions mainly on
RF area.

HA5IW

Here are some examples:
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Harmonic filters
HP, LP, BPF filters
Antenna tuners and preamplifiers
Remote antenna switches
Complete RX antenna systems
SWR and POWER meters
El-keys
POWER splitter and amplifiers
Special devices for ham contesters
Noise killers which was developed by HA5IW ltd. and gained big
popularity

This is only a short list of the RF solutions from our offer. You can find more in
the Gallery with high resolution pictures and more technical details.

If you need special advisement for a bigger scale project please contact us as
well.

For the full technical details please go to the Gallery. Professional
telecommunication with extreme design with affordable price, this is what we
offer. The HA5IW name is the guarantee for your specially customized
equipment. These are not mass produced devices built up from unique
conception and the best available components. You will not find them anywhere
else.

Sounds good!

HA5IW Electronics ltd. team

